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Available online 28 May 2016AbstractJoin-aggregate is an important and widely used operation in database system. However, it is time-consuming to process join-aggregate
query in big data environment, especially on MapReduce framework. The main bottlenecks contain two aspects: lots of I/O caused by
temporary data and heavy communication overhead between different data nodes during query processing. To overcome such disadvantages,
we design a data structure called Reference Primary Key table (RPK-table) which stores the relationship of primary key and foreign key
between tables. Based on this structure, we propose an improved algorithm on MapReduce framework for join-aggregate query. Experi-
ments on TPC-H dataset demonstrate that our algorithm outperforms existing methods in terms of communication cost and query response
time.
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Recently, big data attracts more and more attention. Join-
aggregate query which returns aggregate information on the
join of several tables is widely used in big data analysis. For
instance, many TPC-H1 queries contain joinaggregate opera-
tion for performance evaluation. However, it is time-
consuming to run join-aggregate query in existing systems
like Hive [1] and Pig [2].
Distributed system has been proven powerful for large-
scale datasets analysis. MapReduce [3] is an important par-
allel computing framework in distributed system. It has been
studied and applied widely in academia and industry. How-
ever, both the join and aggregate operation processed on
MapReduce are time-consuming [4,5]. The main performance* Corresponding author. Internet Research and Engineering Center, School
of Electronic and Computer Engineering, Peking University, China. Tel.: þ86
755 26035225.
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ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).bottlenecks come from the following aspects: reading and
writing lots of temporary data on disk and heavy communi-
cation overhead between different data nodes. The overall
response time increases when the data size scales up.
Consider of the following query in TPC-H:
SELECT c.name, COUNT(*) FROM Customer c, Orders o
WHERE c.custkey ¼ o.custkey GROUP BY c.name
This SQL query uses TPC-H benchmark schema and
computes the number of orders that every customer takes. As
the join attribute and aggregate attribute are not the same, we
can't execute join operation and aggregate operation in one
single MapReduce job. Traditional approach to execute this
query need two MapReduce jobs. First job loads two table,
exchanges tuples between different data nodes, performs the
join operation on the two datasets and then writes the joined
result on disk. Then the second job loads the temporary joined
result and computes the final aggregate results. The overall
computation is time-consuming due to the heavy communi-
cation cost and I/O cost. When queries contain multiple joinsd hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-
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decrease.
To overcome the above drawbacks, we design a data
structure called Reference Primary Key table (RPK-table). In
RPK-table we store the relationship of primary key and
foreign key between tables. This structure is independent of
remote data distribution and movement in environment. We
also propose a new algorithm for join-aggregate query
execution on MapReduce. We only need one single MapRe-
duce job for join-aggregate query. The major performance
disadvantages, communication cost and I/O cost, is reduced in
our algorithm with the help of RPK-table. Experiments in
Section 4 validate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm
in improving the query response time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review the
related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe our pro-
posed structure RPK-table and explain our algorithm pro-
cessed on MapReduce framework. Section 4 shows the
performance of our algorithm. Finally we state the conclusion
in Section 5.
2. Related work
Both aggregate query and join query have been studied in
many recent research works. We analyze some related works
which optimize query processing in different situations. These
fall into the following broad categories:
 Optimization method for performance improvement in
traditional database. Previous works such as [6,7] propose
several methods to improve the query performance in
traditional database. Their methods like concurrent
execution of multiple queries, indexing techniques and
physical database design are hard to be implemented and
maintained in distributed environment. They also do not
consider communication cost during query execution. Join
Partition Method (JPM) and Aggregate Partition Method
(APM) [8] are two parallel processing methods for join-
aggregate query. The JPM method need to process
aggregate and join operation separately. The APM method
need to broadcast one whole table into all processors.
These two methods are sub-optimal on MapReduce
framework.
 Modifying or extending MapReduce framework to
improve performance. Some researchers [11,12] extend
map-reduce model to process join aggregate in one job.
Some researchers [13e15] aim to improve the perfor-
mance by building middleware or cache structure on top of
MapReduce framework. These are optimizations specif-
ically on join strategies and they need to modify the core
framework of MapReduce. Our proposed algorithm, on the
other hand, is more general and can improve the efficiency
of join-aggregate operator.
 Pre-computing query results. Some analysis systems store
huge amount of data for decision-making. The time in-
terval of data updating in these systems is long enough.
Thus some query results can be pre-computed ahead andstored on the disk [16,17]. However, as new data is
generated more and more rapidly, data updating becomes
more and more frequently. Re-computing query results
when data updates becomes complicate and time-
consuming. Also this approach cannot assure the effi-
ciency of adhoc query processing for data-intensive
application. We focus on improving join-aggregate
computation without pre-computation techniques.
 Approximate query processing. Some researchers use
approximation method to decrease query response time.
These approaches contain sample method [21] and online
computation [18e20]. They return an approximate result
with a certain error bound or guarantee for each query.
The response time will decrease a lot but they do not
provide an exact result. Furthermore, its requirement for
random data retrieval makes it difficult to be performed
on distributed system. The goal of our work is to design
an algorithm which improves the performance of join-
aggregate queries without sacrificing accuracy.
3. Our approach
In distributed system the whole dataset is partitioned and
located in different nodes depending on the availability of
storage resources. During join-aggregate query execution,
each worker accesses data splits from different nodes and
then performs join operation on primary and foreign key
attributes.
After that the required attribute values are filtered and the
aggregate results are computed. When the data size is huge,
the execution may become complex. Lots of temporal data
need to be written and read in disk and the communication
overhead between different nodes may increase heavily. This
will result in increasing query processing time and decreasing
system performance. To achieve better performance, we first
design a new data structure which minimizes the storage cost.
Then we propose an optimization join-aggregate query pro-
cessing algorithm on MapReduce with the help of our
structure.3.1. Data structure RPK-tableIn this sub-section, we describe the Reference Primary Key
table. Then we explain the reason for designing it and the way
to store it.
First we give our definitions here.
Definition 1. Table which contains the primary key in table
relationship between primary and foreign key is defined as
target table.
Definition 2. Table which contains the foreign key in table
relationship between primary and foreign key is defined as
reference table.
Since join-aggregate queries often perform equi-join
on tables in their primary and foreign keys, we design a
structure called RPK-table. In RPK-table, we store the
Table 2
RPK-table for nation table customer table and supplier table.
(a) Nation table
nationkey name …
record1 001 Mulgore …
record2 002 Stormwind …
record3 003 Orgrimmar …
… … … …
record25 025 Ironforge …
… … … …
(b) Customer table
custkey nationkey …
record1 001 001 …
record2 002 042 …
record3 003 002 …
… … … …
record25 025 091 …
… … … …
(c) Supplier table
suppkey nationkey …
record1 001 015 …
record2 002 001 …
record3 003 025 …
… … … …
record25 025 002 …
… … … …
(d) RPK-table for Nation table
n.nationkey c.custkey s.suppkey
record1 001 001,012 002
record2 002 003 004,025
record3 003 014,015,016,018 023
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tables. For each target table we create a RPK-table for its
primary key. Thus the mapping information of primary and
foreign key between target table and reference table can be
directly access from the RPK-table. We store target table's
primary key attribute in the first column and subsequent
columns contain reference tables'primary key attribute.
Those records stored in the subsequent columns have the
same foreign key values which are equal to the mapping
records' primary key value in first column. When the original
datasets update, we only need to update corresponding portal
of RPK-table. For each tuple in RPKtable, it is updated only
when the corresponding records in target table and reference
table are updated.
We use the TPC-H benchmark to study and analyze the
performance of our work. TPC-H [22] is a widely used deci-
sion support benchmark. It is designed to evaluate the func-
tionalities of business analysis applications. In TPC-H schema,
we need to create RPK-table for each target table. RPK-tables
for Customer table and Nation table in TPC-H schema are in
Table 1 and Table 2.
In Table 1, the target table is Customer and the reference
table is Orders. The first column stores sorted primary key
value, custkey, for every record in Customer table. The
subsequent column contains the mapping records' primary
key in table Orders. The record1's primary key is equal to
001. For Orders table, these records whose primary key is
002 or 003 have the same value (001) in their foreign key,
custkey. These records will be joined with record1 during
join processing.Table 1
RPK-Table for customer table and orders table.
(a) Customer table
custkey name …
record1 001 Logan …
record2 002 Scott …
record3 003 Charles …
… … … …
record25 025 Erik …
… … … …
(b) Orders table
orderkey custkey …
record1 001 023 …
record2 002 001 …
record3 003 001 …
… … … …
record25 025 094 …
… … … …
(c) RPK-table for Customer
c.custkey o.orderkey …
record1 001 002,023 …
record2 002 008,012,003 …
record3 003 005 …
… … … …
record25 025 011,022,033 …
… … … …
… … … …
record25 025 081,005 003
… … … …In Table 2, the target table is Nation and the reference ta-
bles are Customer and Supplier. The first column stores sorted
primary key value, nationkey, for every record in Nation table.
Two subsequent columns contain the mapping records' pri-
mary key in table Customer and Supplier. The record1's pri-
mary key is equal to 001. For Customer table, these records
whose primary key is 001 or 012 have the same value (001) in
their foreign key, nationkey. These records will be joined with
record1 during join processing.3.2. Our algorithm on MapReduceIn distributed systems datasets are horizontally partitioned
into data splits by primary key. Then each split is distributed to
different data nodes and contains consecutive records sorted
by primary key. Each data node contains several data splits
based on resource available. Under such situation, we generate
RPK-table for each target table in dataset. Then we horizon-
tally partition them using the same partition keys which are
used to partition original table. After that we distribute each
partition into the same node which contains the corresponding
data splits. With the information stored in RPK-table, we can
Fig. 1. Traditional approach to process query 1.
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table. Then the aggregate operation is processed in each
Reducer separately. We describe the detailed procedure of our
algorithm on MapReduce in thecoming sections. We focus on
MapReduce framework since MapReduce has been studied
and applied widely in academia and industry. Nevertheless, the
algorithm is not only exclusive to MapReduce framework. It
can be applied in different systems.
3.2.1. Predication and aggregate operation on target table
When filter operation and aggregate operation are on at-
tributes in target table or the aggregate operator is COUNT, we
can eliminate the scanning of reference table. The relationship
between target table and reference table can be accessed from
the RPK-table instead of original table. As the data splits and
corresponding RPK-table partitions are all sorted by primary
key, we scan RPK-table and target table to get the joined
result. As the data splits and their corresponding RPK-table
partitions are stored in the same data nodes, we can elimi-
nate the communication cost between different nodes. We onlyFig. 2. Our approach tneed to access the required part of attributes whenever
necessary.
Take query 1 for example, we have mentioned that tradi-
tional method to process this query need two MapReduce jobs.
The first job computes the joined results and the second one
generates final aggregate result. Fig. 1 illustrates the whole
approach for processing query 1. These two jobs run sepa-
rately. The temporary data need to be written and read in disk
between two jobs. And the whole computation need to transfer
many records between data nodes to compute the joined result.
Thus the overall cost is expensive.
When using RPK-table, we only need one MapReduce job
to finish the computation. We can eliminate the first MapRe-
duce job and compute the aggregate and join operation in one
MapReduce job. We should mention that having clause can be
converted into ”where” clause constraints by rewriting the
query [9], thus we do not consider having clause in our
algorithm.
Fig. 2 presents the MapReduce job generated by our al-
gorithm. As this query tries to find the number of orders thato process query 1.
Fig. 3. Procession in Mapper.
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rows in Orders table that belong to each customer. Thus the
scanning of Orders table can be eliminated. We can get the
number of reference records by scanning corresponding RPK-
table for Customer table. As shown in Fig. 3, The join oper-
ation is processed in Mapper by scanning each split of
Customer table and corresponding RPK-table partition.
These RPK-tables are much smaller compared to Orders
table. At the same time, the data splits and their associated
RPK-tables are stored locally. Thus the communication cost
only occurs in shuffle phase. In shuffle phase we partition the
joined results, which contain attributes, c.name and o.custkey,
in this case and then transfer them to each Reducer. The
partition key is customer name in this query. Finally, we
compute the aggregate result using hash table [10] in Reducer
as in Fig. 4.
3.2.2. Predication and aggregate operation on reference
table
When filter operation and aggregate operation are on at-
tributes in reference table, we need original data records to
compute the final results. Suppose we have MAX (orderdate)
instead of COUNT (*) in query 1, we need the real values ofFig. 4. Processionattribute orderdate to compute the aggregate result. In this case
we can't eliminate accessing attributes from reference table.
However, we can use RPK-table to access only useful portion
of attributes by pushing down the group-by clause in the query
plan. Hence we use only one MapReduce job to complete the
whole query computation.
In Mapper we still scan RPK-table instead of reference
table. We use target table and RPK-table to compute the joined
results. In Reducer, we need to fetch the required attributes
(orderdate) to compute final results. As we have the primary
key of each record in joined result, we can access the whole
record or only necessary part of records from remote nodes.
The data movements between nodes are still smaller than
common computation.
The detail query processing algorithm on MapReduce is
showed below.
Algorithm 1 Join-aggregate Query Processing Algorithm
1: Input: Query Q, Target Table T, RPK-tables RT
2: Output: Result of Q
3: function map():
4: for record r of T do
5: access those records whose primary key is reference by r in RPK-table
6: if there is only predication and aggregate operation on target table then
7: store the records’ primary keys
8: else
9: fetch the required attributes by primary key
10: apply predicate on those attributes
11: store the required attributes in order
12: end if
13: emit (group-by key, required values)
14: end for
15:
16: shuffle on group-by key
17:
18: function reduce (key, list < r >)
19: fetch other attributes if necessary
20: communicate with other nodes if necessary
21: compute aggregate result using hash table
22: compute final result using part aggregate valuesin Reducer.
Fig. 5. Complex query contains multiple join operations in TPC-H.
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can use ChainMapper to process this query, which allows to
use multiple Mappers within a single MapReduce job.
We have two join operations on three tables. Thus we need
two mappers and one reducer to finish the job. In the first
Mapper we begin with scanning the table which is notper-
formed as reference table during the whole execution. Then
each subsequent Mapper processes one join operation with the
help of RPK-table and the previous result. We finally generate
the query result in reducer. Hence we need to transfer data
between each Mapper, but we only need to transfer required
attributes and primary key values. When we need other attri-
butes to complete computation, we can access them from
remote nodes by the records' primary keys. The communica-
tion cost is decreased as much as possible. For queries con-
taining more than one group-by keys, we change the order of
attributes in group-by clause corresponding to theorder of
table processed in our job. Finally we can compute the
aggregate result in Reducer using hash table.
4. Experiments
In this section we conduct two experiments to validate the
effectiveness of our proposed structure and algorithm. WeFig. 6. ChainMapper focompare our algorithm with Hive and Pig through join
aggregate queries in TPC-H benchmark.4.1. Experiments settingsWe run our experiments on a cluster with 20 nodes. We use
19 nodes as slaves and one node as master. The detailed
systems are shown in Table 3. We use Hadoop-1.2.1, Hive-
0.10.0 and Pig-0.7.0 in our experiments.
For our experiments we generate 500 GB data using
TPCH tool ”dbgen” and then distribute it in our cluster. Then
the RPK-tables for each target table in our TPC-H datasets
are generated. The structure of TPC-H datasets are shown in
Fig. 7. We only need scan the target table and reference table
once for each RPK-table. It only takes several minutes to
generate each RPK-table. After that we horizontally parti-
tion them using the same partition keys that are used to
partition each target table. Then we distribute each RPK-
table partition into data nodes which contain corresponding
data splits.
We use five different queries for our performance analysis.
The used queries are Q3, Q10, Q12, Q14, Q19 in TPC-H
benchmark which are shown in Table 4. The differences
among those queries are the number of join operations, the
type of aggregate operation, the table size and the filtration
rate.4.2. Storage cost of RPK-tableWe present the size of RPK-table with different data size in
Fig. 8. The storage cost of our structure is only about 10% of
the original datasets. As the structure storage cost is smallr complex queries.
Table 3
Systems settings.
CPU Operator System Memory Disk
master 4 Quad- Core AMD OpteronTM Processor 2378 2.4 GHz Ubuntu 12.04 LTS 32 GB 1 TB
slave 4 Quad- Core AMD OpteronTM Processor 2378 2.4 GHz Ubuntu 12.04 LTS 32 GB 500 GB
Fig. 7. The structure of TPC-H datasets.
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can use the structure directly.4.3. Inter-node communication costTo compare the inter-node communication cost among our
proposed algorithm, JPM method and APM method, we
compute the size of data exchanged during query processing.
The results are presented in Fig. 9.
In our algorithm most of join operations are done locally. In
shuffle phase we only transfer primary key values and required
attributes for aggregate computation in Reducer. We can know
from Fig. 9 that the total communication cost in our approach
is much less than other methods.Table 4
Queries in experiment.
Query Function datasheet
Q3 Shipping Priority Query Customer, Orders, Lineitem
Q10 Returned Item Reporting
Query
Customer, Orders, Lineitem, Nation
Q12 Shipping Modes and Order
Priority Query
Orders, Lineitem
Q14 Promotion Effect Query Lineitem, Part
Q19 Discounted Revenue Query Lineitem, Part4.4. Update cost of RPK-tableWhen the records in dataset are updated, changed or
deleted, we need to update the related data in RPK-table. So
this could take more time when date updated. Thus we
compare the time costs when data updated with and without
RPK-table. The results are present in Fig. 10.
We can know that the time overhead are similar in two
situations. It does not cause too much additional time overhead
when using RPK-table.Fig. 8. RPK-table size in GB.
Fig. 9. Exchanged data size in MB.
Fig. 10. Data update cost.
Fig. 11. Qu
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Hive, Pig, JPM method and APM method. We present the
comparison of time consumed by these five queries in
Fig. 11e15.
Hive, Pig and JPM method all use more than one Map-
Reduce job to complete the whole query execution. They need
one MapReduce job for each join operation and one MapRe-
duce job for aggregate operation. Each node has to commu-
nicate partial result, write and read temporary data between
consecutive jobs. The APM method only need one job for
Q10, Q12, Q14 and Q19. But it need to broadcast and scan the
table which does not contain group-by attribute in each
Reducer. And it still need more than one job to process queries
like Q3 in which the group-by attributes are from more than
one table. Our algorithm only need one MapReduce job to
complete each query and eliminate communicating original
records whenever possible. We decrease communication cost
between different nodes and reduce computation cost in each
job. As a result, the overall time consumed is reduced. Based
on the results illustrated in Fig. 6, our algorithm is faster than
other approaches in terms of the total execution time. The
main reasons for this improvement include less data read and
written on HDFS, fewer job spawned, less job setup time, less
checkpointing cost and communication overhead.
We can conclude that our algorithm works well for join-
aggregate query on MapReduce. As we mention above, our
approach is not only suit for MapReduce framework. In other
cloud architectures, we can still generate RPK-tables for each
target table and use it to eliminate the scanning of original
datasets.ery 3.
Fig. 12. Query 10.
Fig. 13. Query 12.
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In this paper, we study and analyze join-aggregate query
processed in distributed environment. We design a data
structure with low space overhead, called RPK-table. The
structure stores information of relationship between target and
reference tables on their primary and foreign key. Then wepropose our algorithm on MapReduce to process
aggregate queries containing join operation on large-scale
data. Our approach improves the performance of query
execution by reducing communication overhead, decreasing
job setup time and disk I/Os. The experiments confirm that
our algorithm has a better performance than existing
approaches.
Fig. 14. Query 14.
Fig. 15. Query 19.
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